
M-Forum Conference – February 21, 2013  (Lydia Martone’s Talk) 

Title of the session: “Expectations and Perspectives; transitioning between academic and 
administrative and service units; and other well kept secrets. 

 

“What it takes to do a job will not be learned from management courses. It is principally a matter of 
experience, the proper attitude, and common sense — none of which can be taught in a classroom... 
Human experience shows that people, not organizations or management systems, get things done.” – 
Hyman G. Ricker 

 

• Having spent over 37 years at McGill, in both academic departments and central administrative 
units, I am honored to talk to you today about my experience in working in both environments 
– and as a result, my perspective on the role of today’s managers. 
 

• I hope that you will be inspired with at least one of my learnings that I have acquired over the 
years – and that still ring true for me today. 

• When I first joined McGill, back in 1975, I had no idea at the time how that move would shape 
the rest of my career path. I was a young, aspiring professional, with a set career trajectory.  My 
plans were to continue my evening studies while progressing along my career path by staying at 
one employer for approximately 3-5 years, in order to ensure my career objectives.  It seemed 
to be the thing to do if one wanted to progress. 
 

• I soon realized that McGill was like a small city, a community, a microcosm of society.  I have 
been in cities in Quebec that have a smaller population than McGill’s 50K+ ! 
 

• I also realized that this was not going to be a lucrative track, but one with a noble cause, one 
that provided a sense of value and where I felt I could help make a difference. 

 

 

 
• Our theme today is “community “– and McGill to me is a community of communities. 

 



• We work alongside those who represent the many internal communities of students, alumni, 
professors, researchers, lab workers, administrators, support staff – and along within their own 
communities – the academic and the administrative and service environments. 
 

• What are the differences between those two distinct environments? 
 

• In general terms, the academic departments have a strong community spirit and mindful that 
each and every member of their team, and the extended team, is a vital part of the whole.   
 

• The Directors, the academics, the support staff – and the maintenance workers, are all like 
extended family members are made to feel important, and very much needed in the sum of the 
whole:  the researchers appreciate having a clean and efficient lab, the professors need the 
teaching materials to be prepared on time, and so on. 
 

• One feels more like a “family member” than a mere colleague. 
 

• Again in general, the environment in the central administrative units tends to be more 
business-minded, process-oriented, and performance-based; however, they provide the “big 
picture” of the University’s overall trajectory – having a bird’s-eye view of what goes on at 
McGill.  
 

• And there’s an “excitement” in knowing the big picture and witnessing University-wide 
strategies and initiatives at work.  It’s like adrenalin that feeds those of us who actually enjoy 
dealing with the daily challenges. The action-junkies! 

 

• What are the similarities between those two distinct environments? 
 

• Despite the different environments, our role as managers remains the same. 
• We are the “change-makers” 
• We can influence the outcome of any challenge or initiative that comes our way. 
• As the “meat” between the sandwich – being the Director/Dean (or accidental 

administrators)/V-P who dictate our objectives and the team of support staff who are the 
engine that make the objectives work. 

• As such, we have a responsibility to ensure that we manage our teams with care, in order to 
continue to motivate them to move forward and stay pro-active towards our objectives, despite 
the challenges and unknowns that lie ahead. 



• I have always equated being a manager is similar to being a parent.  Many parents in the room 
today will agree with me, I’m sure. 

• Like a raising a child, managing a person requires the same skills:  we train them, encourage 
them, grow their confidence, discipline them when necessary, give them goals to attain, we 
celebrate their achievements and life events, and we encourage their continued growth and 
progress – all the while, we must stay proactive and be a good role model. 
 

• All management skill sets are transferable in all areas of the University. 
 

• It is people who make the University continue to go forward.  An old advertisement for a steel 
company’s slogan is very appropriate “…our product is steel, but our strength is people.” 
 

• McGill has continued to be in the high ranks given the many historical and current challenges it 
faces, thanks to its people – who are committed to doing their best.  We know for sure, it’s not 
the admin & support salaries that attract most of us! 
 

• As Dean Grant mentioned earlier, what attracts most of us in working at McGill: interaction 
with young, bright, and committed people; and the opportunities to inspire and convince 
people in doing things for a bigger cause. 
 

• It attracts value-based people who enjoy being part of a community. 
 
 

• Back to our theme “community” 
 

• As V-P Di Grappa mentioned earlier this morning, our community values: 
 
- Commitment to McGill 
- Respect, openness, and collegiality 
- Excellence in all that we do 
- Continuous learning and innovation 
- Adaptability and agility 
 

• He also noted that our roles as managers are critical: 
- embrace your roles proactively 
- share best practices; learn from others and past experiences 
- make decisions and take actions to improve processes, performance, and realize change.  
 



• Among the challenges that V-P Di Grappa listed is “maintaining unity of purpose within our 
community.” 
 

• He also said that our roles as Managers is to: 
- Take ownership 
- Know your people 
- Know your processes 
- Manage performance (people and systems) 
 

• And this is our main role as Managers, referring back to the “sandwich effect” of being able to 
influence those above and motivate those we lead. 
 

• Putting all of this into current perspective – today’s financial challenges are the most serious I 
have experienced in my 37 years at McGill! 
 

• As we are committed Managers and have to be ready to weather the storm, we must first 
acknowledge and accept the seriousness of the financial situation. And decide to be proactive. 
 

• John Kabat Zinn put it well: “You can’t stop the waves from coming, but you can learn how to 
surf.” 

• Knowing our people, let’s try to surf together – and let’s tap into their suggestions on how we 
can reduce expenses while improving on our processes.  
 

• The people who run the processes are the best to suggest improvements – so pick their brains. 
And listen to them constantly. 
 

• As Albert Einstein said “Creativity is intelligence having fun.” 
 

• Let’s explore creative solutions (thinking outside the box) together. (Give example of RG’s 
shorter work week as a budget cut, a win-win.) 
 

• Let’s continue to motivate our team members to do their best.  
 

• And let’s continue to keep an eye out for their health - and promote wellness and life-balance 
as much as possible. (A plug for Staff Fitness, and EAP – to help deal anxiety during this period 
of uncertainty.) 
 



• The above is what has carried me through the many storms I encountered in each of my 
positions I have held over my successful 37+ years at McGill. 
 

• McGill has a history of financial challenges, right from the start. (Include the history of McGill 
being established in 1801, but operating only much later in 1821 because of financial 
constraints.)  This storm shall also pass… 
 

• McGill is a microcosm of society; what we deal with here is very much the same in the larger 
community. 
 

• However, we have always weathered the storm and in many cases, have even come out 
stronger. 
 

• As McGill Managers, we are a community of people helping each other. 
 

• We are sharing ideas and best practices, as we are today here, thanks to Mforum. 
 

• In closing, let me share with you one of my favorite “wisdoms” that has been tried and true in 
both my professional life and in my personal life:  From Don Miguel Ruiz’s book:  The Four 
Agreements 
 

• - Be impeccable with your word: speak with integrity and keep your word and do what you say. 
 

• - Don’t take anything personally: It’s not about you; what others say and do is a projection of 
their own reality. 
 

• - Don’t make assumptions: Communicate with others as clearly as you can to avoid 
misunderstandings (e.g. follow up on a discussion with an email to confirm what you 
discussed). 
 

• - Always do your best: Your best changes from moment to moment, different when you are 
healthy vs when you are sick – simply do your best. 
 

Thank you for being here today – and I hope I may have imparted at least one idea from my talk that 
may be useful to you especially during these challenging times. Let’s remember what Henry Mintzberg 
says:  “Management is, above all, a practice where art, science, and craft meet.”     

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/21681.Henry_Mintzberg

